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the post in carrying Pierce Penilesse his Svpplnation to the
The five worthies deliver themselves of " friendly admonitions"
on the chief pests of the time, and in the course of their denuncia-
tions add a few more to the standing catalogue of tricks and
rogueries. The tract is a kind of gloss upon Greene, and is best
known for its reply to those who had taxed him with slandering
Shakespeare.
Other	Greene was hardly cold in his giavc when some anonymous
followers writer came out with a tract entitled Greenes Newes both from
Heaven and Hell (i593),2 which takes the same side as Cuthbert
Conny-catcher in the Defense > St Peter icviling Greene for not
having called more venerable and more mischievous knaves to
account, those who walk the stieets in long gowns and velvet
coats, and sometimes ride in coaches. In the other place, he is
greeted by the cony-catcheis with threats and invectives, and
Lucifer himself lefuses the hapless spirit admittance. Dickenson's
Greene in Conceipt, telling the tale of the fair Valeria, has already
been mentioned.3 Rowlands and Dekker were the best-known
among those who followed in Greene's footsteps, sometimes pilfer-
ing from him without acknowledgment, whilst anonymous tracts
such as Questions concerning Coniehood and the Nature of the Conie,
or Nihil Mumchauncey his Discouerie of the Art of Cheating in
false Dyce play> and other unlawful games (1597), were actually
attributed to Greene.4
Rowlands Samuel Rowlands-—boldly plagiarizing when he was shoit of
matter, whilst reprehending Nashe for doing the same thing5—-
brought out Greenes Ghost haunting Conie-catchers (1602) and
Martin Mark-All, Beadle of Bridewell, his Defence and Ansuuere
to the Bel-man of London (1610). The former was a collection
of stories of a journalistic stamp, evidently written to order for
the booksellers, and cribbed from Greene and others. Among
the fifteen stories there is hardly one with the slightest claim to
novelty, unless it be that the reader's friendliness is now claimed
1 Recently published by Nashe ; see p. 156
8 Attributed to Barnaby Rich in Camb. Hist, of Eng. Lit,, iv. 528.
3 See p. 121,
* Chandler, i  104-105.
6 Dekker seems to have meant Rowlands by his reference to the Belman's
brother in Lanthorne and Candlelight, see p. 215.

